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INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a Hausdorff topological space and 23 be a family of real-valued 
functions defined in X which are bounded from below. Taking an arbitrary 
f~ 3 we want to minimize f on X, i.e., to find X,EX such that 
f(xo) = inf{f(x): x E X}. This problem will be referred to as the minimiza- 
tion problem (X,f). Varying f in B we obtain a set of minimization 
problems. We are interested in those functions from 23 for which the corre- 
sponding minimization problem has a unique solution and, moreover, 
some continuous dependence of this solution on the data of the problem 
exists. Such problems are called well-posed (the precise definition is given 
below). 
Suppose b is endowed with a uniform metric under which it is a com- 
plete metric space (two important cases are: (i) 8 consists of lower semi- 
continuous functions; (ii) 23 consists of continuous functions). In this case 
the following question is of some interest: Does the set {f~ 23: (X,f) is 
well-posed) contain a dense and G,-subset of 8 (and from the point of 
view of the Baire category is considered to be a “big” subset of d)? In a 
different setting (including both the unconstrained and constrained case) 
the answer to this question is positive and is given in [l-7, l&12, 14173. 
A possible reservation, one may have regarding such results, is men- 
tioned by Beer in [ 11. Following Kenderov [ 10, 111, he considers the next 
set of constrained minimization problems Cp = { (A,f): 0 #A c X, A is 
compact, f: X+ R, f is continuous and bounded}, X is Tech complete. It 
is observed in [l] that the reason for the topological “bigness” of the set 
{Mf) E ‘p: (Af) is well-posed} could be the fact that in Cp there exist 
different couples giving the same minimization problem. Indeed, let (A,f), 
(B, g) E Cp, A = B, f # g, but the restricti0ns.f 1 A and g 1 B coincide. Then, as 
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elements (A,f) and (B, g) are different but the problems to minimize ,f’ on 
A and g on B are the same. In [l] such pairs are called equivalent. In fact 
this equivalence is an equivalence relation and it is proved in [ 1 ] that most 
(in the above sense of the Baire category) of the elements of the 
corresponding quotient space determine well-posed problems. 
Here we want to mention that the above idea of Beer can be broadened. 
Indeed, the next two examples show that there are other different cases in 
which distinct elements of ‘+I3 give rise to the same minimization problem: 
(i) Let (A,f) and (B, g) be two couples from 1, such that A # B, but there 
exists a non-empty closed subset Cc A n B such that ,f 1 C =g ) C and the 
points realizing the minimums off on A and of g on B are in C; (ii) Let 
A = B and f = g + c, where c is a non-zero constant function in X. Then, in 
both cases (A, f) # (B, g), (A, f) and (B, g) are not equivalent in the sense 
of Beer, but as minimization problems (having in mind their solutions) 
they are equivalent. 
In this article we introduce an equivalence relation between minimization 
problems which is closely connected with the well-posedness. We consider 
only sets of unconstrained minimization problems and prove that in the 
corresponding quotient spaces most of the elements contain only well- 
posed problems. This is a further extension of the results from [3-6, 121 
and shows that the topological “bigness” of the set of well-posed problems 
in these cases is a natural property. 
In the last section a generalized notion of well-posedness of minimization 
problems (introduced for the case of a metric space X in [9]) is 
investigated through the above point of view. 
1. WELL-P• SEDNESS AND THE NOTION OF EQUIVALENCE 
In the sequel we will consider only Hausdorff topological spaces. Let X 
be such a space and f: X + R be a real-valued function which is bounded 
from below. The following problem will be referred to as the minimization 
problem (X,f): find x0 E X such that /(x0) = inf(f(x): x E X> := inf,f: 
DEFINITION 1.1 [ 181. The minimization problem (X, f) is said to be 
well-posed in the sense of Tikhonov (briefly T.w.p.) if it has a unique solu- 
tion x0 E X and, moreover, for every minimizing sequence {x,,}c= , of the 
problem (this means f(x,) + inf,f) it follows that x, -+x0. 
If (X,f) is T.w.p. then every minimizing net (not only every minimizing 
sequence) converges to the unique solution (see [S], or [13]). 
Consider the family 23(X) = {f: X--t R :f is bounded from below }. 
Under the metric d(f,,f,)=su~{If,(x)-f,(x)ll(l+ Ifib-f~(x)l): 
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=q, fl,fi~w-17 mw 1s a complete metric space. We introduce an 
equivalence relation between the minimization problems generated by 
functions from 23(X). 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let f, gE 23(X). The minimization problem (X,f) is 
equivalent o the minimization problem (X, g) if every minimizing sequence 
of the problem (X,f) is minimizing for (X, g) and vice versa. 
We denote this relation by 0 and write (X,f) cr(X, g). Sometimes for sim- 
plicity we shall say that f is equivalent to g and write fag. Obviously cr is 
an equivalence relation in %(X). 
EXAMPLE 1.3. Let f, g E B(X) and f-g = const. Then (X,f) o(X, g). 
For a given E > 0, by SZX,,Js) we denote the set {XE X:f(x) < inf,f+ E}. 
The sets Qx,J&) are non-empty for every E > 0 and if f is lower semicon- 
tinuous then they are closed. By f 1 A, A c X, we designate the restriction 
of the function f: A'-+ R on the set A. 
EXAMPLE 1.4. Letf, g E B(X) and for some E > 0, QXj(s) = Q,,,(s) := C 
and f (C-g/C. Then (X,f)a(X,g). 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let f, gc 23(X). Then (X, f) a(& g) iff for every E > 0 
there exist 6,) 6, > 0 such that Q X,g(bl )c -QxJ~) and Qx,.,(&) c Q,,(E). 
Proof: Let (X, f) 0(X, g). Suppose there exists E > 0 such that for every 
positive 6, 52,,(6)\52,,(&) # Qr. Taking 6 = 1, l/2, . . . . we obtain a sequence 
{xn}T=r such that x,~Q,,(l/n)\Q,,Js) for every n. This sequence is 
minimizing for (X, g) but not for (X, f ). This is a contradiction. The rest 
of this part follows by the same way. 
The converse conclusion is derived from the fact that for every E > 0 and 
every minimizing sequence {xn >z= 1 (resp. for every minimizing net 
{xi,: A EA}) of some problem (X, f ). f E 23(X), we have x, EQ~,/(E) for 
large n (resp. x,ESZ,JE) for large A). 
The following is an immediate consequence from the last remark and 
Proposition 1.5. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let f, gE!B(X). Then (X,f) a(X, g) ijf every mini- 
mizing net of the problem (X, f) . 1s minimizing for (X, g) and vice versa. 
By arg min(X, f) we denote the set (x EX:~ (x) =inf,f) (possible 
empty) of the solutions of the minimization problem (X,f). 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let (X,f) a(X, g). Then arg min(X,f) = arg min(X, g), 
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Proof: Suppose x,, E arg min(X,f). Then the sequence consisting only 
from the point x0 is minimizing for (X,f) hence for (X, g). This means 
x0 E arg min(X, g). Consequently arg min( XJ) c arg min( X, g). The 
converse inclusion follows analogously. 
A direct consequence of this proposition and the definition of the 
equivalence relation Q is the following 
COROLLARY 1.8. Let (X,f) be T.w.p. and (X,f) a(X, g). Then (X, g) is 
T.w.p. 
As usual by [f] we designate the equivalence class generated by f: 
Proposition 1.7 and Corollary 1.8 justify the next. 
DEFINITION 1.9. The equivalence class [f], f E 23(X), is said to be 
T.w.p. if (X,g) is T.w.p. for some gE [f]. 
An immediate consequence is 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Let [f] be T.w.p. Then (X, g) is T.w.p. for every 
&YE Cf I. 
Now suppose that X is a metric space with a metric p. By diam(A) 
we denote the diameter of a set A c X. Proposition 1.5 shows that if 
(X,f) a(X, g) then inf(diam(Q,Je)): E > 0} = inf(diam(Q,,(s)): E > O}. 
The well-known Furi-Vignoli characterization [9] asserts that iffis lower 
semicontinuous and X is a complete metric space then (X,f) is T.w.p. iff 
inf{diam(QXf(s)) : E > 0} = 0. Therefore we have the following analogous 
characterization: 
PROPOSITION 1.11. Let X be a complete metric space and f~ B(X) be 
lower semicontinuous. Then [f] is T.w.p. iff inf{diam(O,,(e)): E > 0} = 0 
for some (and hence by Proposition 1.5 for every) lower semicontinuous 
function g E [f]. 
For the following facts see [8]. Let Y be a topological space and (T be 
an equivalence relation in Y. Let q be the usual quotient mapping acting 
from Y onto the quotient space Y/o. We recall that the quotient topology 
in Y/a is the finest topology making the quotient mapping q continuous. 
Precisely, a set of equivalence classes in Y/o is open iff their union in Y is 
open in Y. All quotient spaces considered in this paper are equipped with 
this standard topology. If A c Y, by aA we denote the set {y E Y: there is 
x E A such that x~y}. q is an open mapping iff aA is open in Y for every 
open A c X. 
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A subset A of a topological space Y is said to be of first Baire category 
if it can be represented as a countable union of sets whose closures in Y 
have empty interiors. A topological space Y is said to be a Baire space if 
the intersection of a countable family of open and dense subsets of Y is 
dense in Y. Every complete metric space is a Baire space. In Baire spaces 
the sets of first Baire category are considered to be “small” sets and their 
complements are “big” in the sense of the Baire category. Hence, if a subset 
A of the Baire space Y contains a dense and G,-subset of Y then it is “big” 
in Y in the above sense. 
2. MINIMIZATION PROBLEMS GENERATED BY 
LOWER SEMICONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
In this section we will consider a set of minimization problems generated 
by lower semicontinuous (briefly 1.s.c.) functions in X. Let K(X) = 
{f~!Bj(X):f is 1.s.c.). Under the uniform metric d, introduced in the 
previous section, K(X) is a complete metric space. We consider the 
restriction of the equivalence relation c on K(X) and the quotient 
mapping q : LC(X) + LC( X)/a. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The quotient mapping q is open. 
Proof: Let U be an open subset of X(X). Consider g,-,E aU and let 
foe U be such that Joago. There exists Jo >O such that the ball 
B(f,;26,):= {f~LC(X):d(f,,f)<26,} is contained in U. Take .si,~~>O 
with Q;ZX,go(~l) c QX,fO(~z) c Q,,,(&,) and s1 <E* < 6,. The existence of .sl 
and E* with these properties is guaranteed by Proposition 1.5. Consider 
the ball B(g,; y), where y E (0, 1) is chosen in such a way that 
0 < y/( l-y) < &i/4, and let g be a function from this ball. Denote 
c0 = inf,f, - inf, g,. It is easy to derive from d(g,, g) < y that 
1 g(x) -g,(x)1 <&i/4 for every x E X and hence QX,,(s1/4) c Q,,(E, ). Put 
g’(x) = g(x) + cO, x E X Then !SX,g, (E) = QR,,(&) for every E >O. Thus 
QX,g(~1/4) c Q,,,(E,) c BX,O(~Z). On the closed set S2X,f0(~2) we consider 
the function 
0) =&lx) -g’(x), x E Qx,fi(h 1. (2.1) 
Let x E QX,,O(~,). Then 
h(x)=f,(x)-g’(x)dfO(x)-inf,g’=f,(x)-inf,g-c, 
<fO(x) - inf, g, + &,/4 - c0 
=&(x) - infxfo + ~,/4 < a2 + ~,/4 < 26,. 
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On the other hand, since Q, fi(~2) c Q,,(S,), 
~(x)=fo(x)-g’(x)=f,(x)-g(x)-~o~f,(x)-go(x)-~,/4-~0 
>inf,f,-inf,g,-6,-s,/4--co= --6,-&i/4> -26,. 
As a result 
-26,< -6,-&1/4<h(x)<&2+&,/4<260 for every x E Q, fO(~z). 
(2.2) 
Now, let us define the following function: 
f(x) = 
i 
fo(x) + 260 if x 4 Qx,,o(~2) 
g’(x) 
if x E Qx,fo(~2). 
The functionfis bounded from below and from (2.1) and (2.2) it follows 
that d(fo,f) < 26,. Further, let x 4 Qx,fo(~,) and x0 E sZx,~(.sz). Having in 
mind that SZx,fo(~z) c 1;2,,,(6,) we obtain 
f(x) =fo(x) + 26, > infxf, + .s2 + 26, = inf, go + co + s2 + 26, 
~g,(x,)-6,+co+E2+260~g(xo)-E,/4+c,+E,+6, 
> g’bo) + 60 =f(xo) + 60; 
i.e., for every x#SZ~,.~(E~) and x,EQ~,~(E~) we have proved that 
f(x) >f(xo I+ 60. (2.3) 
This means that f is 1.~. in X. Consequently f~B(f,; 26,). The 
inequality (2.3) shows also that Q&6,) c QX,fo(~,). Hence inf,f= inf{f(x): 
XEQ~,,~&E~)} =inf{g’(x): XEQ~,~~(E~)). Since Q2,,,s(~) cQx,.fo,(~2) for 
every E < ~,/4 we conclude that inf, f = inf, g’. 
We claim that 1;2 X&l = %,ft 1 f E or every sufftciently small E > 0. Indeed, 
Q,,,.(s) c sZ,Js) is a consequence from Q,,,(s) c QX,/o(s2) for every 
E < s,/4, inf,f = inf, g’ and the fact that f and g’ coincide on Qx,fo(~2). 
Since Q&60) = Qx., (sZ) the same arguments as above show that 
Q,,,.(s) 3 QX,I(&) for E <&i/4. Consequently (X,f) a(X, g’) and since 
obviously (see Example 1.3) (X, g’) 0(X, g) we get (X, f) a(X, g). In this 
way we have proved that oU is open in X(X). The proof is completed. 
COROLLARY 2.2. The quotient space LC(X)/a is a Bake space. 
Proof: The conclusion is an immediate consequence from the fact that 
q is open and continuous and (LC(X), d) is a complete metric space. 
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In [ 121 Lucchetti and Patrone proved that when X is a complete metric 
space then the set of functions (f~ K(X): (X, f) is T.w.p. } is a dense and 
G,-subset of K(X). In the spirit of this paper we are going to extend this 
result by proving that when X is a complete metric space then the set of 
equivalence classes {[f] ELC(X)/~: [f] is T.w.p.} is a dense and 
G&-subset of LC( X)/o. 
THEOREM 2.3, Let X be a complete metric space. Then the set of 
Tikhonov well-posed elements of LC(X)/o is dense and Gs in LC(X)ja. 
Proof: We explore the general idea from [12]. 
Let H, = {[f] E LC(X)/o: inf{diam(Q,,(s)): E > 0} < l/n for some 
ge [f]), n= 1,2 )... . We shall prove that each H, is open and dense in 
LC(X)/o, hence the set H = nF=, H, is a dense and G,-subset of LC(X)/a 
and by Proposition 1.11 it is just the set of Tikhonov well-posed elements 
of LC( X)/o. 
Let M, = {f~ LC(X): inf{diam(Qx,de)): E > 0} < l/n}, n = 1,2, . . . . 
By the remarks before Proposition 1.11 it follows that M, = q;’ (H,) for 
every n = 1, 2, . . . . In [ 12) it is proved that each M, is open and dense in 
LC(X) and since q is open and continuous it follows that each H, is open 
and dense in LC(X)/o. The proof is completed. 
3. MINIMIZATION PROBLEMS GENERATED BY CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
In this section we shall be concerned with minimization problems 
determined by continuous functions in X. Let C,(X) = {f~ B(X): f is 
continuous} and C(X) = {f : X + R :f is continuous and bounded}. Under 
the metric d, C,(X) and C(X) are complete metric spaces. The usual 
sup-norm in C(X) II f 11 = sup { I f(x)1 : x E X>, f E C(X), induces the same 
topology on C(X) as the metric d. 
Consider the restriction of the equivalence relation (T on C,(X) (or on 
C(X)). Again by q we denote the quotient mapping acting from C,(X) (or 
C(X)) onto the corresponding quotient space of equivalence classes 
C,(X)/0 (or C(X)/a). If A c X, by int( A ) we designate the interior of A 
in X. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X be a normal topological space. Then the quotient 
mapping q is open both as a mapping from C,(X) onto C,(X)/a and as a 
mapping from C(X) onto C( X)/o. 
Proof: We proceed as in the proof of Proposition 2.1. Let U be open in 
CdX) (or in C(X)), goEd, fog U, (XfO) 4-K go). Let &,, cl, Ed, Y, and 
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c,, be as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 (we choose E, so that 
Qx,pO(~, ) c sZ,,(s,/Z)). Take an arbitrary g E B(g,; y) and let g’ = g + c,,. 
Consider the function h =fO-g’ (defined by (2, I)). By (2.2) we know 
that -60-~1/46h(x)6~Z+~,/4 for every XEQ~,~(E~). Since X is 
normal we can get a continuous function h’ : X + [ - 6, - s,/4, s2 + 8,/4] 
such that h’1Q,/,(s,) z~~SZ~,~~(E~). By the choice of E,, .s2, and y 
we have QX,+(e1/4) c Q,,,(s,) c Qx,/,(~,/2). Therefore sZx,,.(s1/4) c
{x~X:f~(x) < inf,f, + cZ} c int Qx,rO(~z). Then Q,,.(.s,) c int Qx,fo(~,) 
for some positive Ed <&i/4. Now, again by the normality of X, there is 
h, E C(X) such that h, 1 Q,,,(E,) = 0, h, I X\int Qx,/,(c,) = 3&,/4 and 
0 6 h,(x) < 3&,/4 for every x E X. Define 
f(x) =h(x) - h’(x) + h,bh x E x. 
Obviously f is continuous, bounded from below (and if f0 is bounded f 
is bounded too) and moreover d(&,,f) < 26,. It remains to show that 
(X,j) a(X, g). First of all, observe that f I Q,,,,(Q) -g’ 1 sZx,,,(s,). Further, 
suppose ~$Q,,(E,). We h ave two possibilities (remember that 
52x,&,/4) = &,,,(E,) = fi~,~~o(Ed): 
(1) x 4 int Q2x.J0(s2). Then 
f(x) =fo(x) -h’(x) + h,(x) 2 infxfo + 62 - E2 - &r/4 + 3&,/4 
=inf,g,+c,+2c,/4>inf,g+c0+s,/4 
=infxg’+s1/4>infxg’+s3. 
(2) x E int Qx,fo(~,). Then (since h’(x) = h(x)) 
f(x) = g’(x) + h,(x) >g’(x) > inf, g’ + s3. 
Hence, in both cases f(x) > inf, g’ + s3. Since on Q,,, (eg),fand g’ coin- 
cide we conclude that inf,f= inf, g’ and fix,Jsx) = Q,,,,(E~). Therefore 
(X,f) 0(X, g’), which yields (X,f) a(X, g). The proof is completed. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let X be normal. Then C,(X)/a is homeomorphic to 
WVJ. 
Proof: Let q : C(X) -+ C(X)/a and qb : C,(X) + C,(X)/0 be the quotient 
mappings generated by the equivalence relation g in C(X) and C,(X), 
respectively. Take some 5 E C( X)/a. Then 4 = q(f) for some f~ C(X). 
Define Y: C(X)/0 -+ C,(X)/a by Y(r) = q,,(f). It is easily verified that Y is 
well-defined and injective. We prove that it is also surjective. 
Take VE C,(X)/o. Then q = qb(f) for some f~ C,(X). Put f’(x) = 
inf{inf,f+ l,f(x)}. Obviously f’ E C(X) and .fof’. Hence ‘I/( [f’]) = [f] 
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showing that Y is surjective. Now, it is a routine matter to check (using 
that C(X) is open in C,(X) and q and qb are open and continuous) that 
Y and Y’ are continuous. Therefore Y is a homeomorphism. 
Remark 3.3. Observe that the above defined mapping Y maps 
homeomorphically Tikhonov well-posed elements from C(X)/0 onto 
Tikhonov well-posed elements of C,(X)/a. 
As in Section 2 we have also the next 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let X be a normal topological space. Then the quotient 
space C(X)/0 (and hence C,(X)/a) is a Baire space. 
From now on we shall assume that X is at least completely regular. The 
Stone-Tech compactilication of X will be designated as usual by /3X. For 
a function SE C(X) we denote by e(f) the (unique) continuous extension of 
f on /IX. Let us recall also that a completely regular topological space X 
is said to be Tech complete if it lies as a G&-subset in PX (or in any other 
compactification of X). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let f, g E C(X) and fog. Then arg min(/?X, e(f)) = 
arg mWX e(s)). 
Proof Let x,, E arg min(/3X, e(f)). If x,, E X then x0 E arg min(X,f) = 
arg min(X, g) c arg min(pX, e(g)). Suppose x0 E /IX\ X. Since X is dense in 
PX there is a net {xi: 2 E A} c X such that xi. + x0 in fix. Since e(f) is 
continuous we get e(f)(Xj,) + e(f)(xo) = infsxe(f) = inf,J The last means 
that {xi. : I E /i } is a minimizing net for the problem (X, f). Hence 
(Corollary 1.6) {xi. : ,l E /i } is minimizing for the problem (X, g) too. There- 
fore we obtain e(g)(xJ=g(XJ + inf, g= infsxe(g). On the other hand 
(by the continuity of e(g)) e(g)(xj) + e( g)(x,). Hence e( g)(x,) = infpxe( g). 
Thus x0 E arg min(BX, e(g)). So arg min(pX, e(f)) c arg min(BX, e(g)). 
The converse inclusion follows by the same argument. 
The next fact is proved in [S]. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. LetfE C(X). Then (X,f) is T.w.p. iffarg min(fiX, e(f)) 
is a singleton. 
It is proved (for compact X in [3, 41 and for completely regular X in 
[ 51) that C(X) contains a dense and G,-subset of functions which deter- 
mine Tikhonov well-posed minimization problems iff X contains a dense 
subset which is metrizable with a complete metric. We show that the same 
result is true when the quotient spaces C,(X)/a and C(X)/0 are considered, 
provided X is normal. 
Before stating the result we recall some notions related to set-valued 
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mappings. A set-valued mapping F: Z -+ Y acting from a topological space 
Z into the non-empty subsets of a topological space Y is said to be upper 
semicontinuous (briefly USC) if for every open subset W of Y the set 
F-‘(W)= {z~Z:F(z)c W) is open in Z. F is said to be usco if it is USC 
and compact-valued. An usco F is minimal if its graph {(z, y) : y E F(z) ) 
does not contain properly (as a subset in Zx Y) the graph of any other 
usco. A characterization of the fact that F is minimal usco is the next 
assertion: for every open U in Z and open W in Y such that 
(U x W) n Gr(F) # 0, there exists a non-empty open U’c U such that 
F(U) := U {F(z): z E U’} c W. F is open if F( U) is open in F(Z) for every 
open U in Z. We mention that the set-valued mapping S: C(X) --t/3X 
defined by S(f) = arg min(BX, e(j)), f~ C(X), is minimal and open usco 
(see [3,41). 
THEOREM 3.7. Let X be a normal topological space. Then the following 
are equivalent : 
(a) C,(X)/a contains a dense and G&-subset G such that every element 
from G is T.w.p.; 
(b) C(X)/a contains a dense and G,-subset H such that every element 
from H is T.w.p.; 
(c) X contains a dense completely metrizable subspace. 
Proof: The equivalence between (a) and (b) is a consequence from 
Corollary 3.2 and Remark 3.3. We prove that (b) o (c). 
Suppose (b). Since q is continuous and open, by Proposition 1.10 we 
conclude that C(X) contains a dense and G,-subset of functions which 
determine Tikhonov well-posed problems. Hence by the mentioned above 
result from [S], X contains a dense subset which is metrizable with a 
complete metric. In this way (b) * (c). 
Now suppose (c) is true. Let X, c X be a dense subset in X and the 
induced topology on X, is generated by the complete metric p. Then Xi is 
Tech complete and consequently X, = nc=, W,, for some sequence { W,, 1 
of open and dense subsets of /IX. Let yn := { V/c W,: V is open in /IX and 
diam( Vn X,) < l/n}, n = 1, 2, . . . . the diameters being taken with respect o 
the metric p. It is easily verified that the union of the elements from yn is 
dense in /IX for every n. 
Consider the sets 
H,={Cfl~CWY g 0’ ar min(fiX, e(g)) c V for some gE [f] and some 
V~Yll~~ n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Put 
M, = {fE C(X): arg min(/?X, e(f)) c V for some VE y,}, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
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By Proposition 3.5, M, = q ~ ’ (H,) for every n. We claim that each M, is 
open and dense in C(X). To prove this we follow a scheme already used 
in [S]. 
The openness of M, follows by the mentioned fact that the mapping 
S(f) = arg min(/?X, e(f)) is usco. To prove the denseness of M, let U be an 
open subset of C(X). Since S is open we get that S(U) is open in /IX. 
Hence there is some VE y,, such that S(U) n V # @. By the minimality of 
S we obtain some non-empty open U’ c U such that S( U’) c V. Hence M, 
is dense in C(X). 
Now, since q is open and continuous it follows that each H, is open 
and dense in C(X)/o. Hence H = nF=, H, is a dense and G,-subset of 
C(X)/a. Let [f] E H. Then for every n there is Vne yn such that 
arg min(/?X, e(f)) c nc= , I’,, c fiF= , W,, = A’,. Since the diameters of 
I’, n X, tend to zero we get that arg min(bX, e(f)) is a singleton. By 
Proposition 3.6, [f] is T.w.p. The proof is completed. 
Observe that if X, =X then the set of Tikhonov well-posed elements in 
C(X)/0 is G6 in C(X)/a. 
Let us remark that every open subset of a complete metric space is 
homeomorphic to a complete metric space. Hence the following is a 
consequence from Proposition 3.1, Theorem 3.7, Proposition 1.10, and 
Remark 3.3. 
COROLLARY 3.8. (Lucchetti and Patrone [ 121 (resp. De Blasi and Myjak 
[6])). Let X be a closed (resp. open) subset of a complete metric space. 
Then the set of Tikhonov well-posed problems in C,(X) (and in C(X)) is 
dense and Gb in C,(X) (and in C(X)). 
4. WELL-P• SEDNESS IN THE GENERALIZED SENSE 
In this section we shall consider another notion of well-posedness. Let X 
be a Hausdorff topological space and f E B(X). Following Furi and Vignoli 
[9] (where the case of a complete metric space X is considered) we give the 
next. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The minimization problem (X,f) is said to be well- 
posed in the generalized sense (briefly g.w.p.) if every minimizing net of 
(X, f) has a subnet converging to some solution of the problem (X, f ). 
This definition automatically implies that if the problem (X,f) is g.w.p. 
then arg min(X,f) is non-empty and compact. 
Different elementary properties concerning well-posed problems in the 
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generalized sense are given in [S]. For a geometric haracterization of the 
well-posedness in this generalized sense in the case when X is a complete 
metric space see [9]. 
By Corollary 1.6 and Proposition 1.7. we have 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let f,geB(X), (X,f) he g.w.p. and (X,f)a(X,g). 
Then (X, g) is g.w.p. 
This gives us the possibility (as in Section 1) to introduce the notion of 
well-posedness in the generalized sense of an equivalence class [f], 
f~wa. 
DEFINITION 4.3. The equivalence class [f 1, f~ 8(X), is said to be 
g.w.p. if (X, g) is g.w.p. for some gg [f]. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let [f] be g.w.p. Then (X,g) is g.w.p. for 
gc Cf I. 
every 
Here we shall emphasize the case when the functions we minimize are 
from C(X). 
We mention the next fact which is proved in [S]. 
PROPOSITION 4.5 [S]. Let f E C(X). Then (X, f) is g.w.p. iff 
arg min(/?X, e(f)) c X. 
In other words the well-posed problems in the generalized sense deter- 
mined by functions from C(X) are generated just by those functions f from 
C(X) whose extensions e(f) on /?X attain their minimum on flX only in X. 
It is proved in [S] that C(X) contains a dense and G,-subset H such 
that for every f E H the problem (X, f) is g.w.p. iff X contains a dense 
subset which is Tech complete. We prove the same result concerning the 
corresponding quotient spaces C(X)/a and C,(X)/a in the case of a normal 
topological space X. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let X be a normal topological space. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(a) C,(X)/a contains a dense and G,-subset G such that every element 
from G is g.w.p.; 
(b) C(X)/@ contains a dense and G,-subset H such that every element 
from H is g.w.p.; 
(c) X contains a dense subset which is tech complete. 
Proof: As in Theorem 3.7 we have to prove only (b) o (c) since 
Remark 3.3 is valid also for the equivalence classes which are g.w.p. 
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Suppose C(X)/0 contains a dense and G,-subset H such that every 
equivalence class from H is g.w.p. Since the quotient mapping 
4: C(X) + WY g is continuous and open the set q-‘(H) is a dense and 
G,-subset in C(X). By Corollary 4.4 for every f~ q-‘(H) the problem 
(X,f) is g.w.p. Hence by the mentioned result from [S], X contains a dense 
subset which is Tech complete. 
Conversely, let X, be dense in X and X, be Tech complete. Take /IX and 
let { W,,} ,“= 1 be a countable family of open (and dense) subsets of /IX such 
that X, = fi,“=, W,,. Consider the sets 
Let 
H, := { [f] E C(X)/a: arg min(flX, e(g)) c W,, 
for some g E [f] }, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
M, := {fe C(X): arg min(pX, e(f)) c W,}, n= 1, 2, . . . . 
By Proposition 3.5, M, = q - ‘(H, ). As in Theorem 3.7 each M, is open 
and dense in C(X) so each H, is open and dense in C(X)/a. Hence 
H = nz= 1 H, is dense and G6 in C(X)/a. Take any [f] E H and let 
g E [f]. Then arg min(pX, e(g)) c n,“= 1 W, = X, c X. By Proposition 4.5, 
(X, g) is g.w.p. Hence [If] is g.w.p. The proof is completed. 
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